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Are you watching your website traffic closely?
Recently, our team investigated the sudden
decrease in website traffic across numerous
sites. Thankfully, I believe we've found the
culprit: an August 1st update to the Google
search algorithm. The update, called "Helpful
Content," appears to cause a dip for many
websites. For the period of two months, many of

our clients experienced a loss of over 20% in organic traffic. However, there is some
good news—it looks like the update has normalized and most sites (not all!) are
going back to previous levels. See the analytics view below for more details.
 
What Is Google's "Helpful Content" Update?
In a nutshell, Google's "Helpful Content" update is designed to improve the user
experience by providing searchers with more relevant and helpful content. To do
this, Google is giving preference to websites that offer high-quality content that is
relevant to the user's search query. This means that websites that don't have strong,
relevant content are likely to see a drop in traffic. Here is a quick article about the
update: https://www.seroundtable.com/google-search-ranking-algorithm-update-
august-6-33883.html
 
Updates like these are not new but if not watched closely, can have a serious impact
on business very quickly. Imagine if all of a sudden, 1 in 5 (20%) of your customers
are no longer able to find your website? Yeah, that’s exactly what happened here.
Thankfully, many of our clients did not feel the loss as badly as other sites we
queried. This is one of the many services we provide.  
 
There will be more instances like these in the future- are you prepared? If you need
assistance with the latest Google update, understanding your website traffic, or any
other marketing needs, please reach out. 
 
Have a great rest of your week.
 
Ron,

https://www.seroundtable.com/google-search-ranking-algorithm-update-august-6-33883.html
https://storage.googleapis.com/twg-content/documents/Retail-Holiday-Advent-Calendar_hero.gif
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News to knowNews to know

Instagram Tests 4 New Ad Options For Holiday SeasonInstagram Tests 4 New Ad Options For Holiday Season

Instagram is testing out four new advertising options to help brands reach more customers this holiday
season, including music optimization for Reels ads, new ads in Explore, multi-advertiser ads, and
augmented reality (AR) ads.

With the rise of TikTok, the popular photo-sharing app has been moving in the direction of short-form
video, with Reels delivering over $1 billion in revenue over the past year. “Reels ads present a new
opportunity for reaching new customers,” the company stated in a recent blog post.

The rollout of free songs from the Meta Sound Collection library can be added to Carousel Ads on Reels.
Now, businesses will be able to manually select a song from the library, or allow the app to select a song
for an ad based on the ad’s content.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Media Post

https://www.engagemedia.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/engage-local-media/
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/378450/instagram-tests-4-new-ad-options-for-holiday-seaso.html


‘What’s old is what’s new again’: Why larger retailers are emulating the neighborhood‘What’s old is what’s new again’: Why larger retailers are emulating the neighborhood
store strategystore strategy

Larger retailers are learning a thing or two from neighborhood stores.

Kohl’s, for example, announced in August that it is opening a concept store in Tacoma, Washington in
November, which promised to deliver a more modern shopping experience catered specifically to the
local community. Meanwhile, beauty brand Glossier matches its stores’ design elements to the city it is
located. Its newly opened Washington, D.C., is a nod to the city’s Union Station and the Air and Space
Museum.

Retailers are bringing the community-based strategy, commonly adopted by their smaller retailer
counterparts, to the big stage. Tailoring a store based on what appeals to a specific demographic is by no
means new; neighborhood store Evereve, for example, built a $250 million business around keeping a
close relationship with customers for decades. Experts said it is an old approach that has proven to be an
effective blueprint for providing a personalized physical shopping experience especially now as retailers
increasingly focus on loyalty.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Modern Retail

CMS integration and 2 other new Google tag feature updatesCMS integration and 2 other new Google tag feature updates

Three new tag features will make the recording, measurement, and installation of the new Google tag a
lot less cumbersome.

Google has just announced three additional feature capability updates to their tag. These updates are
intended to “help advertisers and businesses strengthen their measurement strategies and efforts.”

Now, Google has added three new features.

Tag coverage summary
Google Ads and Analytics integrations

https://www.modernretail.co/operations/whats-old-is-whats-new-again-why-larger-retailers-are-emulating-the-neighborhood-store-strategy/


CMS integrations

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Search Engine Land

The Chicago Sun-Times, fitting its new public-media ownership, is dropping its paywallThe Chicago Sun-Times, fitting its new public-media ownership, is dropping its paywall

“It’s a bold move: Reporting the news is expensive…But we know it’s the right thing to do.”

What happens when public media buys a private newspaper?

It adopts a public media business model.

Chicago Public Media made news in January by buying the Chicago Sun-Times, the city’s longtime
tabloid alternative to the broadsheet Tribune. The Tribune has fallen into the cost-cutting clutches of the
hedge fund Alden Global Capital, so there’s very much an opening for a more public-minded player to
make its mark.

The Sun-Times survived some, well, unusual leadership through the past few decades — from Rupert
Murdoch and Conrad Black to Michael Ferro and whoever came up with this. (And let’s not forget the
2014 bitcoin paywall.) In 2018 — not long after being sold for $1 — it followed the newspaper crowd and
put up a (non-bitcoin) paywall, at $7.49 a month.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source:NiemanLab

https://searchengineland.com/cms-integration-and-other-new-google-tag-feature-updates-388477?mkt_tok=NzI3LVpRRS0wNDQAAAGHS3-B-qwS_ShKEYKpuf1XXbAZmgnjHW_8U_UC-M2KzVjLGZMwu9lCzV-XBpQvtB1azFrd5LZPmy63cPMRLMeFKUwGWeUI9by7TESVtpmG2Uu9Rg
https://www.niemanlab.org/2022/10/the-chicago-sun-times-fitting-its-new-public-media-ownership-is-dropping-its-paywall/


Everything Google announced at the 2022 Pixel eventEverything Google announced at the 2022 Pixel event

Which leaks turned out to be true?

At this year's Made by Google event, there weren't many surprises thanks to an abundance of leaks, but
there's still plenty to dig into. Google unveiled the Pixel 7, Pixel 7 Pro, a new Pixel Watch, and...a new
Pixel Tablet. What? Yes, the Pixel Tablet still exists and it's getting an upgrade, too.

Not to be outdone by Apple's recent iPhone 14 event, Google's Pixel 7 event showcased new features
driven by the powerful second-generation Tensor chip, health and fitness tracking, and customization
galore. With the latest announcements, Google is once again setting the bar high for Android phones
(and even managed to get in a few digs at Apple).

Here's what we saw:

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Mashable

Walmart to Compete With Amazon's Prime Early Access Sale With Deals Oct. 10-13Walmart to Compete With Amazon's Prime Early Access Sale With Deals Oct. 10-13

Amazon isn't the only retail giant kicking off the fall sale season in earnest this year. Walmart is set to
launch its Rollbacks and More sale next week and Target kicked off its Deal Days event Thursday. From
Oct. 10-13, Walmart is set to compete with Amazon's Prime Early Access Sale, its second Prime Day-
style sale of the year, and promises big savings.

 Walmart's Rollbacks sale kicks off the day before Amazon's sale.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: CNET

https://mashable.com/article/google-pixel-event-2022-everything-announced
https://www.cnet.com/tech/walmart-set-to-compete-with-amazons-prime-early-access-sale-with-deals-starting-oct-10


Google review guidelines say discouraging negative or selectively soliciting positiveGoogle review guidelines say discouraging negative or selectively soliciting positive
reviews is not allowedreviews is not allowed

Google is now being very explicit about this in their guidelines, so be careful.Google is now being very explicit about this in their guidelines, so be careful.

Google updated its policies around contributed local reviews with a new line that now says discouraging
or somehow prohibiting negative reviews or selectively soliciting positive reviews is not allowed.

New policy. The new line that was added to the contributed guidelines is “discouraging or prohibiting
negative reviews, or selectively soliciting positive reviews from customers.”

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Search Engine Land

https://searchengineland.com/google-review-guidelines-say-discouraging-negative-or-selectively-soliciting-positive-reviews-is-not-allowed-388541?mkt_tok=NzI3LVpRRS0wNDQAAAGHUKXd_hMYxrAxNDZ6qpS0n46eUTDbnbSkcpub7Q9IRtR7jJlTnr02ZB19kpfmx4KKKxvz_NIpPQ7aduUMd-i_SFdoPVaZ_8l5ghB67nzTWLvhRg


With B2B dollars in mind, LinkedIn announces multiple ad upgradesWith B2B dollars in mind, LinkedIn announces multiple ad upgrades

The news: LinkedIn is introducing a number of upgrades for advertisers.

By using a LinkedIn marketing partner like Adverity, HubSpot, LeadsBridge, LiveRamp, and Make, or by
manually uploading CSV files to Campaign Manager, advertisers can now connect offline conversions
recorded by third-party technologies to LinkedIn.

In order to give advertisers a more complete view of the impact of their marketing on lower-funnel
business results wherever they occur, LinkedIn will automatically add this offline data into aggregate
reporting on ad conversions.

White papers, rejoice: Long-form material, such as case studies, reports, and white papers, can now be
promoted by advertisers directly in members' feeds without having to leave the professional network
thanks to Document Ads.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Insider Intelligence | eMarkerter

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/linkedin-ad-updates


KPMG: Holiday shoppers to spend more this year due to inflation; top 3 concerns are …KPMG: Holiday shoppers to spend more this year due to inflation; top 3 concerns are …

Shoppers’ average holiday spending will be higher this year than last but it won’t be enough to dent the
impact of inflation.

Although consumers indicate they plan to purchase for fewer people, their average holiday spend will be
$1,072 — 6% higher than in 2021, according to KPMG’s Consumer Pulse Survey: Holiday 2022 report.
Compared to last year, however, the increased spending for the balance of the calendar year is only
expected in essential categories rather than discretionary categories, advised KPMG.

“While consumers remain resilient and plan to spend a bit more this holiday season, it will likely not
outpace inflation,” said Matt Kramer, KPMG consumer and retail national sector leader.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Chain Store Age

These TikTok scams are very realThese TikTok scams are very real

Scams on TikTok take place in many forms. Here are the ones to take note of.

TikTok is a multifunctional social app if there ever was one. The hub of short video content has been
designed to entertain, has become a search engine for Gen-Z users, and has even been harnessed for

https://chainstoreage.com/kpmg-holiday-shoppers-spend-more-year-due-inflation-top-3-concerns-are?oly_enc_id=2904I6487878C1W


social good and activism.

But the app is no stranger to controversy, likely because it wields unprecedented levels of power. This
power is derived from a colossal user base, immense popularity with influencers and brands alike, and
rising dominance over rival platforms. So this castle of content, with billions of users, has inadvertently
developed into an ideal starting point for scams, which are increasingly taking over.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Mashable

https://mashable.com/article/tiktok-scams




What is User Generated Content: Complete Guide to UGC & why you need itWhat is User Generated Content: Complete Guide to UGC & why you need it

You must have heard the famous phrase “content is king”. Producing quality, valuable and targeted
content that can go viral is a major concern for many businesses. Content production of various
businesses may be done by content production agencies, marketing teams or even their customers and
users. But in the meantime, user-generated content is of particular importance.

Who do you trust the most when deciding to buy? A brand or a consumer who uses that product? To be
honest, when we decide to buy a product, we seek advice from family and friends that confirm the quality
of that product.

This is the basis for creating a concept called user-generated content, or UGC, on websites and social
networks. Today, the subject of recommendation has moved to the world of the Internet and is done a
little differently than before. In this way, users share their experiences of using that product by producing
and publishing content.
What is user-generated content or UGC?

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: SEO25

Why am I getting so many spam calls? And how do I stop it?Why am I getting so many spam calls? And how do I stop it?

Take back the phone feature of your phone and help end spam calls once and for all with these easy
steps.

The recent deluge of robocalls we’ve had to weather has conditioned us to dread our smartphones
actually functioning as intended. It’s not right that we’ve come to fear the phone ringing because we know

https://www.seo25.com/what-is-user-generated-content-ugc/#:~:text=UGC stands for User Generated Content%2C which means,no charge for producing this type of content.


in our hearts that the call isn’t coming from a friend or loved one, but instead from some far-off villain
using text-to-speech to try to convince us our car’s warrant has expired.

American phones were bombarded with over 50 billion robocalls in 2021, and the scourge has become a
top priority at the FCC (and the number one complaint it receives from consumers). There are a few
culprits to blame for our winding up in this mess. Fortunately, there are also a handful of things you can
do to lessen the frequency of spam calls reaching your number.

Click here to read more.
Source: Mashable

Meta gets a boost from new ad formatsMeta gets a boost from new ad formats

Bulking up: Ahead of its third-quarter earnings, Meta has expanded its ad offerings for Instagram,
Messenger, and Reels.

Right time, right place: For Messenger, Meta has developed a tool that uses machine learning to put ads
in front of users who are most likely to make a purchase.

The company assures that any user messages will not be analyzed by this software.
Choices, choices: The latest additions to Instagram give advertisers a bevy of options for reaching users.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Insider Intelligence | eMarketer

https://mashable.com/article/why-am-i-getting-so-many-spam-calls
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/meta-gets-boost-new-ad-formats


CTV: 30% Higher ROI, But Just 7% Of Media BudgetsCTV: 30% Higher ROI, But Just 7% Of Media Budgets

Connected TV (CTV) continues to be “massively underutilized” in relation to its return on investment
(ROI).

That’s according to the Analytic Partners (AP) data analytics consulting/tech firm, which reports that CTV
is yielding ROI 30% higher than that for other marketing channels — even though CTV is averaging just
7% of total spend.

AP bases those stats on marketing and spending data gathered and analyzed across more than 750
brands in 45 countries through its ROI Genome platform.
AP acknowledges that the perceived difficulty of measurement and attribution is one of the biggest
reasons CTV’s spend isn’t a higher proportion of most brands’ media mix.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Media Post 

How to build a successful measurement plan for 2023How to build a successful measurement plan for 2023

IIt’s hard to believe that many of us are already planning for 2023. Each year around this time, I begin
preparing my list of tips to help businesses gear up for measurement success. I always start by looking
back at what I recommended the previous year. One recommendation I gave for 2022 was to invest in a
strong tagging foundation to maintain measurement effectiveness in the future. Today having a tagging

https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/378545/ctv-30-higher-roi-but-just-7-of-media-budgets.html


infrastructure is fundamental, which is why it’s off my list for 2023. Robust tagging is now essential for
everyone, including Google.

To stay resilient in uncertain times, I encourage marketers to preserve, enrich, and strengthen their
measurement strategy. Here are a few ways that you can build a best-in-class foundation that will hold
you in good stead for 2023’s marketing landscape.
Continue growing your first-party data...

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Think with Google 

Social commerce to surpass 100 million US buyersSocial commerce to surpass 100 million US buyers

This year, 102.6 million people will buy via social platforms in the US. That’s up just 5.9% from last year,
following double-digit growth that’s persisted since we began tracking this metric, in 2016.

Beyond the chart: Facebook and Instagram will remain the biggest US platforms for social commerce this
year, attracting 61.9% and 40.0% of buyers, respectively.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Insider Intelligence | eMarketer 

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-strategies/data-and-measurement/measurement-success
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/social-commerce-surpass-100-million-us-buyers


Google Search Ranking Algorithm Update On Saturday, August 6th - PRU Tremors OrGoogle Search Ranking Algorithm Update On Saturday, August 6th - PRU Tremors Or
Something Else?                      Something Else?                      

On Saturday, August 6th, we saw a lot of signals that there was another Google Search ranking
algorithm update. It is not clear if these are tremors for the finished Google products reviews update from
July 2022 or if this is something new and different.

As a reminder, the July 2022 product review update started on July 27th and was completed on August
2nd. We saw new volatility on August 3rd that was probably unrelated to the product reviews update.

Now, around August 6th, we see new volatility, fluctuations, and chatter about more ranking fluctuations
in Google Search.

Click here to read more.Click here to read more.
Source: Search Engine Round Table 
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